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BEST BET R7 14:11

Main Exit Black B

T: Daniella Madalinski
The Hound Says: Gets back to a track and trip
where her form has been fairly solid of late. Take
some beating with a clear run.

NEXT BEST R7 14:11

Main Exit Black B

T: Daniella Madalinski
The Hound Says: Gets back to a track and trip
where her form has been fairly solid of late. Take
some beating with a clear run.

QUADDIE

R1 SPORTSBET HT1 Other 515m 13:37

MY MUM ROCKS (4) was never out of trouble
here last time and is expected to be the big
improver in just his third race start. FLYING
DOLLAR (1) never got into the race here on debut
from a wide draw and from the gun draw is also
expected to improve.

1.
2. N/A
4.
5. N/A
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R2 SPORTSBET HT2 Other 515m 13:53

RASHID (5) just needs luck going into the first
bend and he can really put the pressure on
through he final two sections. RED ROCKS
BEAUTY (7) is out of a proven producing dam.
MIA MIGHTY (4) is a great place hope.

1. SCR
2.
4. N/A
5. N/A
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R3 SB SANDOWN CUP MAY 24 (0-2 W) (250+) Other 595m 14:12

FIRE CHAMBER (4) ran a winning time here last
start that would be good enough to win here.
PEAKY CONE (2) continues to improve and is
drawn to settle on the speed. SEVEN FOOT
MINGH (1) can make a mid race move.

1.
2.
3.
4.
6. N/A
7.
8.

Tips

R4 MOND WINDOWS & DOORS (0-2 W) (250+) Other 595m 14:33

CASHING OUT (2) looks suited to a bend start
where he can find the arm early and show his
true talent after two luckless runs. SWINGING
SINGH (1) can settle off the speed and make a
mid race move and looks a strong quinella
option.

1. N/A
2. N/A
3. N/A
4.
6.
7.
8. N/A

Tips

R5 THE SUPER PUPS ARE COMING MAY 24 Other 515m 14:57

Dropping in class, CASINO DON (2) who excels off
inside draws looks the best bet of the card. FLEX
FOR ME (5) finished a close third behind some
jets three runs back and on the strength of that
run would be right in the finish.

1.
2.
4.
5.
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R6 SANDOWN BUFFET EVERY THURSDAY IN MAY Other 515m 15:22

IN THE HUB (5) can mix his form but his very best
would be winning this. MAIA (2) is better than her
form reads and is capable of causing an upset.
SPOT MULLANE (7) can be forgiven past 2 runs,
can place.

1. SCR
2.
4.
5.
7.
8.

Tips

R7 SB HARRISON DAWSON HEATS MAY 9 Other 515m 15:42

DARNUM DIESEL (5) will be far superior in the run
home here and just needs a little luck in the
initial stages. GAPPING MARGIN (4) drops in class
and can pour the pressure on soon after box
rise. CANNY LASS (1) is a big chance to land on
the arm.

1.
2. N/A
4.
5.
7.
8.

Tips

R8 SB SAPPHIRE CROWN HEATS MAY 9 Other 595m 16:07

Keen on a same race multi both DIVINE NATURE
(2) and OSANNA BALE (7) to finish top 3. If
punters can secure a price of $1.80 or better that
would be a good bet. Expecting the 2 to lead and
the 7 to challenge mid race. Quin bet also worth
considering

1. SCR
2.
4.
5.
7.
8. SCR

Tips
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R9 TOONGABBIE LODGE Other 515m 16:28

RUBEN RHODE (2) is every chance to lead here
and will take some catching on the arm.
DAINTEREE TIGER (1) can get an economical run
through the bends and should be strong in the
run home. OLIVER KELTON (8) is well up to this
company.

1.
2.
4.
5. N/A SCR
7.
8.

Tips

R10 GREYHOUNDS ENTERTAINMENT Other 515m 16:48

WREN BALE (4) can show superior speed through
the middle section and looks hard to hold out.
ANOKE (2) Can pounce on the arm and set a
good speed out in front.. RAYA STAR (1) is drawn
to settle on the speed.

1.
2. N/A
4. N/A
5.
7. N/A
8.

Tips

R11 NATIONAL GREYHOUND ADOPTION MONTH Other 515m 17:03

WHERE IS HE (1) and NINETYMILE ROCKS (8) can
go hard early into the first turn and can turn
down the back straight with a solid lead. Quinella
looks a handy bet option here. DARNUM DESIRE
(7) can fill a minor placing.

1.
2.
4.
5.
7. N/A
8.

Tips
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